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Climate policy staffer, at scale

Impact Report 2022



State and local policymakers are key to tackling climate change. With this year’s
historic passage of the Inflation Reduction Act, the federal government allocated
billions of dollars for climate projects – and the implementation of these dollars
largely falls to state and local decision makers. State and local governments are
where the rubber meets the road. They can set standards for clean energy
deployment, oversee the rates that utilities charge low-income customers, fund
transportation systems that are either clean or dirty, and issue the building codes
that will speed and scale  building electrification. 

Fortunately, record numbers of climate champions are stepping into public
service. And just in time. As we reflect on the past year, we are excited to see local
climate ambition accelerating to meet the challenge of climate change. Yet, the
state and local officials on the frontlines of building a livable  future are under-
resourced, short-staffed, and often part-time. 

That is why Climate Cabinet Education exists. There are 500,000 state and local
elected officials across America. Each one holds a climate superpower. Climate
Cabinet Education uses data science to find the state and local offices that have
the biggest, near-term climate decisions before them. Then, we help local climate
leaders succeed. Think of us as a climate staffer, at scale. 

This year, we identified 360,000 MW of upcoming fossil fuel decisions controlled
by local governments. We quadrupled our programming to support climate
leadership in state legislatures, municipal utilities, and across the movement. We
won big policy victories in Virginia despite headwinds – which will drive
emissions reductions now, and have a ripple effect across the region. And, we
created groundbreaking data infrastructure to inform sustained, strategic
support of local climate leadership – at scale.

In 2023, we need to quadruple our impact again. Local policymakers want to
harness the potential of the Inflation Reduction Act and the Infrastructure
Investment and Jobs Act – but too many don’t know how. The largest class of
freshman state legislators in a decade will be taking office in January – and they
are hungry for support to translate climate promises into policy. 

We are committed to helping local climate leaders succeed. The stakes are too
high to let them fail. This report details what we accomplished in 2022, and where
we are headed in the year to come. 

None of this would be possible without the support of our incredible sponsors and
partners like you. Thank you for helping us make the most of this pivotal moment.

DEAR FRIENDS,

Caroline Spears
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2022 IMPACT
REPORT
According to Bloomberg Philanthropies, state and local governments will
drive 75% of the US’s emissions goals under the Paris Agreement. With
the Inflation Reduction Act, it will be up to state legislatures, governors,
mayors and utility regulators to implement the ambitious climate goals
of this major legislation. 

But, there are 500,000 policymakers throughout America. This makes
supporting local climate leadership a massive challenge of scale and
coordination — a barrier to the all-in government action that is needed to
solve climate change in the US. 

That's why Climate Cabinet Education finds and supports high-impact
local climate leaders.  Think of us as a climate policy staffer, at scale.



POLICY PROGRAM:  
 ENSURING LOCAL
CLIMATE LEADERS
SUCCEED

State and local policymakers are on the frontlines of tackling climate
change – and they need more support. As a “climate staffer at scale,” we
support climate leadership through direct policymaker support and
building capacity for the movement. 

2022 was a big year for our policy team. We passed proactive electric
vehicle legislation and held the line against rollbacks in Virginia. We are
helping municipal leaders with upcoming power plant decisions
navigate new federal dollars for climate impact. And, we created policy
toolkits and held educational events on key, under-the-radar policy
opportunities to build capacity for climate champions in elected office
and advocacy coalitions across movement:

Virginia is a linchpin for climate policy. They were the first Southern state
to pass bold climate policies like adopting 100% renewable electricity –
but leadership changes left all this progress and regional precedent on
the line. Holding the line in Virginia this year was of national importance,
and our legislative program stepped up to the plate. In a session filled
where all odds were stacked against us, we held the line against all
attacks and made strategic wins.

Electrifying vehicle fleets and holding the line in Virginia

We wrote the strategy for passing a fleet electrification bill through
Virginia’s Republican-controlled legislature, securing unanimous
bipartisan support.



We educated the coalition and legislative champions about a pre-
emption bill that would have blocked cities’ efforts to electrify new
buildings – which resulted in blocking the anti-electrification bill, even
though it had passed in 20 other states.
Our legislative director reviewed 3,000 bills under consideration to
identify key threats and coordinate coalition action. Alongside Virginia
coalition partners and legislative champions, we blocked 20+
attempted rollbacks of Virginia’s landmark climate and environmental
justice policy.

In 2023, we’re ready to scale up this strategy to Arizona, North Carolina,
and Minnesota.

POLICY PROGRAM: 2022 IN REVIEW



Helping municipal utility and rural cooperative directors
leverage IRA funds

Cities with municipal utilities have much greater control over
decarbonization than the average American town. From public ownership
of power plants to building electrification to energy burden, municipal
utilities have more direct levers over fossil fuels and clean energy decisions
than their population size would suggest. Together, these cities own
42,000 MW of dirty generation – and are a key pathway to climate wins in
small town rural America. But, small town mayors leading utilities need
more support navigating the clean energy transition. 

This year, Climate Cabinet Education worked with the Regulatory
Assistance Project and PACE Law to release policy roadmaps for the
leaders of municipal utilities and rural electric cooperatives.

In 2023, we’re scaling up our support for municipal utility leaders by
helping them understand and access the bevy of new federal resources
they can leverage for clean transition under the Inflation Reduction Act.

POLICY PROGRAM: 2022 IN REVIEW

https://climatecabineteducation.org/?page_id=16377
https://climatecabineteducation.org/?page_id=16377


We helped newly elected officials get started: Immediately after the
2022 election, we sprung into action to introduce newly elected
officials to key climate policy resources. Our “Tackling Climate” webinar
just two weeks after election day made sure climate was top of mind
as they transition into their new roles.
We hosted or participated in at least 10 other virtual and in-person
events, directly educating lawmakers and elevating climate policy
priorities across states. 
We proactively worked to integrate climate policy resources through
cross-state legislative support networks like The States Project,
Democracy Policy Network, National Caucus of Environmental
Legislators, Climate-X-Change, and state-based groups in North
Carolina and Virginia. And we embed ourselves within state-based
coalitions to maximize impact.

Every policymaker in the US should have a climate plan from day one in
office. We’re making this happen, with resources and outreach programs
customized to various levels of government. This year:

Ensuring newly elected officials take office with a Climate
Plan on day one 

POLICY PROGRAM: 2022 IN REVIEW

https://climatecabineteducation.org/inspring-stories/


Preparing advocates for key, cross-state threats
Our cross-state data and policy work tracks climate policy threats and
opportunities nationally. This year, we released groundbreaking reports
about insidious, pro-fossil fuel bills being circulated across states by
rightwing organizations like the American Legislative Exchange Council
and fossil interests like the American Gas Association.

Our analysis of “Power Grab” legislation shows how right-wing efforts
to consolidate power in state legislatures threatens both climate
action and democracy.
Our report on ALEC-backed anti-protest legislation suppressing anti-
fossil fuel protest nationwide was covered in the Guardian.
Our efforts to track pre-emption bills helped us stop a building
electrification ban in its tracks in Virginia. We are already working to
get ahead of other fossil-fuel funded model legislation threats in 2023.

We’re working with advocates, coalitions, and policymakers directly to
push back against coordinated, right-wing efforts to slow climate action
and erode democracy.

POLICY PROGRAM: 2022 IN REVIEW

https://climatecabineteducation.org/reports-2/
https://climatecabineteducation.org/reports-2/
https://climatecabineteducation.org/reports-2/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/sep/14/rightwing-lobbyists-at-heart-of-anti-protest-bills-in-republican-states


DATA PROGRAM:
TRACKING LOCAL
CLIMATE IMPACT, AT
SCALE

With half a million local elected officials making climate and energy
decisions every day, identifying places with the biggest potential for
impact is a massive data challenge. We’re changing this. Since 2018,
Climate Cabinet’s cutting-edge data program has built the largest
database of local climate action in the US.

We created >4,000 district-specific climate briefs for policymakers.
Every policymaker should have a climate plan on day one in office.
These briefs curate localized information on clean energy jobs, asthma
rates, polling, and climate voting records for over 5,000 policymakers –
to help local leaders understand key climate opportunities in their
communities.

District-specific tools for policymakers

https://www.forbes.com/sites/fastforward/2021/10/18/how-do-we-stop-climate-change-moneyball-say-these-entrepreneurs/?sh=789714254586
https://briefs.climatecabineteducation.org/


Power-mapping climate governance
We built the only national database of all 2,000+ public power districts.
With this research, we’ve already identified 360,000 MW of upcoming
fossil fuel decisions controlled by local governments, and more than 30
publicly owned electric utilities with important near-term climate and
environmental justice opportunities.

This database will guide our outreach for helping local leaders
maximize Inflation Reduction Act dollars in 2023.
For example, our research surfaced an opportunity to help Mayor
Barbara Buffaloe of Columbia, Missouri – a climate champ at the helm
of 2 city-owned gas plants and 3 coal contracts. The mayor may be able
to initiate an early retirement.

We engineered cutting-edge data tools to analyze climate opportunities
stacked across various levels of government.

For example, we built tools to find which precincts are nested within
the same city, county, state legislative and congressional districts.

DATA PROGRAM: 2022 IN REVIEW



A data scientist for the movement

This year, many groups have used our data tools, including
organizations like local Sierra Club chapters and utility watchdogs like
the Energy & Policy Institute. 
We’ve also partnered with other civic data and democracy
organizations like Redistricting Data Hub and Voting Rights Brigade
to strengthen tools for the movement.

Most grassroots organizations can’t afford a database engineer. We’re
meeting a need for the movement. 

DATA PROGRAM: 2022 IN REVIEW



2023: A PIVOTAL
YEAR FOR IRA

IMPLEMENTATION

2023 is a year of opportunity. The passage of the Inflation Reduction Act
and Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act put state and local
governments in the driver’s seat of the next chapter of the clean energy
transition.

We’re scaling up to help local leaders meet the moment, focusing on
offices with outsized potential for climate impact – like cities with
municipal electric utilities, Midwest states with new pro-climate
governing trifectas, and states with split governance and high legislative
turnover.

Every policymaker should have a climate plan on day one in office - all
500,000 of them. We’re using data science and targeted policy to find and
support policymakers with big opportunities to advance equitable climate
progress across America.

Thank you for your support. 
Together, we are ensuring local climate

leaders succeed.

climatecabineteducation.org



TESTIMONIALS

Walton Shepherd David Reid Stephanie Stahl Hamilton
NRDC Virginia Policy Director VA Delegate AZ State Senator

"Climate Cabinet plays a critical role in our coalition by bringing their cross-
state expertise to Virginia. In the 2022 legislative session, Climate Cabinet
stepped up to ensure we fended off the fossil gas industry’s vigorously pursued
preemption bill that has been sweeping the nation. Things could have gone
very differently had Climate Cabinet not orchestrated our defense against this
climate attack."
               -Walton Shepherd, Virginia Policy Director, NRDC

"The Climate Cabinet team worked closely with my office to ensure we
protected all our hard-won climate and environmental gains... [they were] an
outstanding resource on a broad range of climate-related topics that helped
inform our decision making."
               -David Reid, Virginia State Delegate

"With institutional climate leaders like Senator Lisa Otondo retiring and other
turnover, Arizona’s next legislature will have many first-time members. It is
impossible to overstate how critical trusted partners like Climate Cabinet will
be for issue education, bill and committee hearing preparation, and
navigating the overwhelming amount of information lawmakers receive on
every bill.” 
               -Stephanie Stahl Hamilton, Arizona State Senator


